FUJIFILM BOLSTERS SERVICE CENTRE WITH
SPECIAL LENS CHECK OFFER AND NEW
STATE-OF-THE-ART EQUIPMENT
Cutting edge 4K equipment and unique lens check offer

FUJIFILM’s Brookvale service centre has long been considered one of the most state-of-the-art facilities of its kind. Not content with the status quo
FUJIFILM have further bolstered the centre during these challenging times with the latest equipment and a special lens health check offer. FUJIFILM
Service Centre manager James Thomson explained, “FUJIFILM Australia has invested heavily in new specialist test and adjustment equipment to
support our award-winning lenses and that includes a new specialist 4K projector for better focus adjustment and a custom, multi-type projection
bench which fits around the projector. This is the only one of its kind outside of the FUJINON factory in Japan and now allows us to have a focus point
so accurate it’s beyond the capability of the human eye. To further help our customers we are also offering a special custom lens health check that
covers every aspect of the lens’ mechanical, electrical and optical operation and includes a full lens clean and detailed report for just
$199.” FUJIFILM’s lens engineers bring decades of experience to their service centre including the ability to fix optical products from high-end
binoculars to broadcast and cine lenses. James Thomson concluded, “There’s no denying that these are uniquely challenging times but, that said,
there are still positive things that can be done for the equipment we use and that’s why we are looking to further support our industry with this special
lens health check offer. As a lot of us are experiencing downtime and working from home at the moment, now is the ideal time to have the health of
your lens checked and verified by a professional FUJINON lens technician. All you have to do is send us the lens and then our engineers will provide
you with a full lens health check and report. If necessary we can then address any issues and your lens will be returned to you looking and working like
new.” To take advantage of this special lens health check offer contact Simon Becker on 0429 400 133 or at simon.becker@fujifilm.com or Tracy
McConnell on 02 9466 2791 or at tracy.mcconnell@fujifilm.com today.
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